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AI inside's AI-OCR "DX Suite" Connected to
Cloud-based Accounting Software “Accounting freee”

Tokyo, April 30, 2021 -- AI inside Inc., a provider of an AI platform, announces that AI inside's AI-OCR "DX Suite"

and freee K.K’s cloud-based accounting software "Accounting freee" is now linked by API through the invoice

automation connector "DX Suite x Accounting freee Connector". With this linkage, it is now possible for DX

Suite to read the paper invoice data and automatically register the contents to Accounting freee. DX Suite users

and companies using Accounting freee can automate invoice data entry work, which further promotes

operational efficiency. This connector is now available on the freee app store.

About the “DX Suite x Accounting freee Connector”
With the API linkage of AI inside’s DX Suite and freee’s Accounting freee, anyone can now easily register paper

invoices as transaction data in the accounting software.

The previous flow was being processed by receiving the invoice from the business partner, scanning and

activating DX Suite, and importing the output csv file into Accounting freee using RPA and such. With this

connector, customers can import the scan data directly from Accounting freee without activating DX Suite.

Since DX Suite automatically recognizes each format of invoices, users can use this service without set-up.

Users can confirm and edit both the uploaded invoice files and registered data through the user’s page of

Accounting freee.

How to Connect DX Suite and Accounting freee

“DX Suite x Accounting freee Connector” is available in freee app store. After selecting the required account

and tax classification and entering the domain and API key of users DX Suite, the transaction data will

automatically be registered to Accounting freee by uploading the invoice file.

“DX Suite x Accounting freee Connector” detail page (Japanese):

https://app.secure.freee.co.jp/applications/11101

DX Suite inquiry page (Japanese):

https://dx-suite.com/contact/?pos=top_contact/

About DX Suite（https://dx-suite.com/）

“DX Suite” is an AI-OCR service equipped with “character recognition AI” which is in-house developed by AI

inside. It can read handwritten words with high accuracy which were difficult to read by the conventional OCR

and automate the data conversion work which has been done manually. As of the end of December 2020, DX

Suite has more than 12,900 users, and we are contributing to numerous companies on digital transformation

and productivity improvement. The service supports the reading of Japanese, English, Traditional Chinese, Thai,

and Vietnamese Languages.

About AI inside Inc.

With our mission, "to bring AI to every being in the world and contribute to a richer future society", AI inside

aims to realize a society in which AI has spread to every corner of people's life. We provide a platform for

anyone to utilize AI easily through our services: Workflows for using AI and applications including our DX Suite,

Learning Center for everyone to build high precision AI without code, and AI inside Cube for running various AI.

https://app.secure.freee.co.jp/applications/11101
https://dx-suite.com/contact/?pos=top_contact
https://dx-suite.com/
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*To use Accounting freee and DX Suite linked to one another, users must be registered for both services. For

those who is a user of both services, the connector is free of charge.

*All service names appearing on this site are trademarks or registered trademarks of AI inside.
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